SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY LAUNCHES MAJOR RENOVATION
OF ITS INDOOR HOME AT

JACOBS MUSIC CENTER
IN DOWNTOWN SAN DIEGO
Symphony unveils design for a revitalized music venue that embraces
the theater’s iconic architecture while enhancing overall experience
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San Diego, CA (February 23, 2022)— Martha A. Gilmer, CEO of the San Diego Symphony, today
announced a major project to restore and renovate its historic home, the Jacobs Music Center, as a
long-term commitment to the vitality of downtown San Diego and an investment in the artistic
ambitions of the orchestra. The project, with an estimated cost of $125 million, will honor the history of
the Jacobs Music Center’s historic building, which opened in 1929 as a legendary Fox Theater, while
greatly enhancing the musical and performance experience for artists and audiences alike.
The revitalization of Jacobs Music Center, designed by architect HGA in collaboration with acoustician
Akustiks, and theater planners Schuler Shook, will include the transformation of Copley Symphony Hall
at Jacobs Music Center, including the reconfiguration of the stage; the addition of a choral terrace
behind the orchestra, which will allow for performances of large orchestral programs featuring chorus or
as a new audience seating option; new finishes and seating; state-of-the-art lighting, sound, and video
equipment; and superior acoustics for both performers and audiences. The project will also include the
modernization and expansion of support spaces for musicians and the enhancement of audience
amenities throughout Jacobs Music Center.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RENOVATION
Key elements of the renovation include:
● Elevating the acoustics for the
musicians and the audience on par
with peer concert halls through a
custom-designed permanent orchestra
enclosure, new orchestra risers
tailored to the new stage, and a
tunable acoustic canopy that’s a
collaboration of theatrical, acoustic,
and architectural design
● Expanding the flexibility of the stage, including the addition of a raised permanent choral terrace
around the stage. This addition will allow the Symphony to perform a greater variety of large
works with chorus throughout the season and will also provide audiences with unique seating
opportunities when not being used by the chorus.
● Enhancing the audience experience with new seats, improved ADA access, better sightlines,
reconfigured seats with additional aisles, and a completely reshaped main seating level. This
seating design will allow the hall to be configured in new and flexible ways, supporting a greater
range and scale of varying musical works and ensemble sizes.
● Adding acoustical “tuning chambers” and “variable acoustic” devices throughout the hall, allowing
for the venue to be adjustable to accommodate music ranging from small chamber ensembles to
full orchestra with soloists and chorus to amplified performances.
● Upgrading the concert-going experience with enhanced stage lighting, an improved sound system,
and an integrated video display system.
● Replacing and relocating the current HVAC system with state of the art technology, created three
key benefits: 1. it increased the amount of air and filtration and fresh air within the hall 2. it
decreased the amount of ambient noise from mechanical systems within the performance space,
and 3. the reconfiguration opened up vital performance support spaces. These updates were
completed as part of the initial phase of the renovation.
● Establishing new dedicated ancillary spaces, enabling the Symphony to provide intimate music for
more students and families in Learning and Community Engagement programs.
● Providing the musicians with new small ensemble rehearsal rooms, an expanded music library,
dressing rooms, visiting artist spaces, an artist reception room, and climate-controlled instrument
storage.
● Adding a new safe and accessible artists’ and staff entrance on 8th Avenue.

Martha A. Gilmer said, “After half a dozen years of careful study and planning, we knew this was the
moment to take on this important venture. This vital project will preserve and celebrate the
extraordinary legacy and architecture of our beloved home, while adding critical new infrastructure and
features and enhanced acoustics, which will do so much to serve our musicians, our audiences, and the
entire community of San Diego.” Gilmer continued “The Rady Shell at Jacobs Park was the first
important step because not only is it a fabulous venue, but it has allowed us to shift more of our
performances from Jacobs Music Center during construction. We look forward with great excitement to
opening a renewed and improved Jacobs Music Center in late 2023.”
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Rafael Payare, Music Director of the San Diego Symphony, said, “For over two years, I have been part of
planning the renovation of Jacobs Music Center. When I first saw the ideas brought forth, I was beyond
excited. We have already seen the impact of The Rady Shell at Jacobs Park on our musicians, our
audiences, and the people of San Diego. To have the opportunity to improve the beautiful hall we call
home, and to improve the musical communication on stage with the musicians, as well as to create a
more intimate connection with our audiences, is a fantastic dream. The momentum of this orchestra is
infectious and will be increased even more when we return to an exquisitely renovated Jacobs Music
Center.”
Concertmaster Jeff Thayer said, “If someone had told me when I started as Concertmaster for the San
Diego Symphony that we would eventually have not one, but two new concert venues in the near
future, I would never have believed it. This is an amazing accomplishment for any Symphony
association.” Thayer continued “the renovation of the Jacobs Music Center and Copley Symphony Hall
will allow this orchestra to continue the steep artistic ascent that I’ve witnessed during my time here.
This new “instrument” will allow the musicians to grow collectively as an ensemble and pursue even
greater artistic success. I am very proud of what is happening at the San Diego Symphony and I applaud
all those behind these great achievements.”
Harold W. Fuson, Jr., Chair of the Board of Directors of the San Diego Symphony, said, “The creation of
The Rady Shell at Jacobs Park has already given the San Diego Symphony one of the world’s great
permanent outdoor concert venues. Now, we will have an indoor venue that matches the distinction of
the Rady Shell, while restoring a magnificent historic treasure, the former Fox Theater. We have a
number of commitments in place, and we are confident in our ability to secure the funds to make this
happen.”
Todd Gloria, Mayor of San Diego, said, “San Diegans embrace the arts as part of our thriving culture of
creativity and innovation. The revitalization of Jacobs Music Center will be an exquisite home for the San
Diego Symphony, making it a must-see destination for visitors and further bolstering Downtown as an
arts destination within the city. I applaud the San Diego Symphony Orchestra Association for their
continued investment in the vibrancy of our city.”
Construction work for the principal phase of renovation begins in early 2022.
“HEAR US HERE” CONCERTS
While Copley Symphony Hall at Jacobs Music Center is closed for renovation, the San Diego Symphony is
performing its winter-spring 2022 season at nine venues throughout the great San Diego area:
● California Center for the Arts: 240 N. Escondido Boulevard, Escondido
● Civic Theatre: 1100 Third Avenue, San Diego
● The Conrad Prebys Performing Arts Center - Baker-Baum Concert Hall: 7600 Fay Avenue, La Jolla
● Joan B. Kroc Theatre at Salvation Army Kroc Center: 6845 University Avenue, La Mesa
● PHAME Performing Arts Center at Patrick Henry High School: 6702 Wandermere Dr, Del Cerro
● Poway Center for the Performing Arts: 15498 Espola Road, Poway
● The Rady Shell at Jacobs Park: 220 Marina Parkway, San Diego
● Southwestern College Performing Arts Center: 900 Otay Lakes Road, Chula Vista
● The Village Church: 6225 Paseo Delicias, Rancho Santa Fe
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In addition, the San Diego Symphony is bringing back its Music Connects programs: free one-hour
concerts for all ages, presented throughout the county and geared toward individuals who would like to
experience classical music for the first time. Available for the first time since the Covid-19 pandemic
began, this program is being presented at venues including Foothills United Methodist Church (La
Mesa), St. Brigid Parish (Pacific Beach), St. Mark's United Methodist Church (Clairemont), and
Southwestern College (Chula Vista).
ABOUT THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Founded in 1910, the San Diego Symphony is the oldest orchestra in California and one of the largest
and most significant cultural organizations in San Diego. The orchestra performs for more than 250,000
people each season, offering a wide variety of programming at its two much-loved venues, Copley
Symphony Hall in downtown San Diego (now under renovation) and The Rady Shell at Jacobs Park on
San Diego Bay. In early 2018, the San Diego Symphony announced the appointment of Rafael Payare as
music director. Payare leads the orchestra’s 82 full-time musicians, graduates of the finest and most
celebrated music schools in the United States and abroad. The San Diego Symphony also serves as the
orchestra for the San Diego Opera each season, as well as performing at several regional performing arts
and community centers. For more than 30 years, the San Diego Symphony has provided comprehensive
learning and community engagement programs reaching more than 65,000 students annually and
bringing innovative programming to San Diego’s diverse neighborhoods and schools. For more
information, visit www.sandiegosymphony.org.
ABOUT HGA
HGA has been thrilled to work with the Symphony and the world class team of consultants to help
realize this project. HGA is a national interdisciplinary design firm committed to making a positive,
lasting impact for our clients and communities through research-based, holistic solutions. We believe
that great design requires a sense of curiosity—forming deep insight into our clients, their contexts, and
the human condition. We are a collective of over 800 architects, engineers, interior designers, planners,
researchers, and strategists. Our practice spans multiple markets, including arts and culture, corporate,
education, local and federal government, healthcare, and science and technology. Learn more at
HGA.com.
ABOUT AKUSTIKS, LLC
Akustiks was excited to renew its long-standing relationship with the San Diego Symphony, and to team
again with HGA and Schuler Shook to undertake the renovations to the Jacobs Music Center. Akustiks
specializes in the design of performance spaces, with a particular focus on spaces for music. The
multidisciplinary team at Akustiks, which blends backgrounds in music, acoustics, architecture, and
engineering, seeks to create spaces that promote a deep connection between performers and their
audiences. The firm’s practice is based upon its extensive study of the historic concert halls that gave
rise to the Western symphonic music tradition, as well as ongoing research into performance practice
and concert hall design. Recognized today as one of the leading acoustical consultancies in the world,
Akustiks has a reputation for collaborating closely with their clients to ensure that a completed project
doesn’t simply meet, but exceeds a client’s needs and expectations. Learn more about Akustiks at:
www.akustiks.com.
MEDIA CONTACTS
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Kristen Turner, San Diego Symphony
(713) 817-3219 / kturner@sandiegosymphony.org
Kelsey Buller, Raindrop
(619) 324-9275 / kelsey.b@raindropmarketing.com
Ashley Bustamante, Polskin Arts
(212) 715-1625 / ashley.bustamante@finnpartners.com
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